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TRACKING DYLAN #13

by Ian Woodward

Dylan’s “lost” concerts of the 1960s
“I can’t even remember El Paso, honey”
Over a 50 year career, Bob Dylan has cancelled very few of his concerts. Later shows in his career (since the mid-1970s, say)
have been pretty well documented, including those that were cancelled. Much less is known about his 1960s’ concerts in
general and about cancelled concerts, in particular, during that period.

Defining a cancelled show is not as straightforward as it might seem. This article has excluded rumoured tours and shows
(of the “Dylan definite – tour scheduled for March 1966” variety) and has focussed on shows that were at least advertised
and, in most cases but not all, for which tickets were sold. For the period following Dylan’s motorbike accident, however, a
more liberal definition has been used.
So, let us get down to it.

Monday, 17 to Sunday, 23 December 1962,
Unicorn, Boston, MA
The Unicorn was a coffee-house in Boston, located in a
basement at 825 Boylston Street, a “picturesque” and “most
professional” venue more noted for “slick folkum”. LIFE was a
weekly news magazine, often up to 100 pages long, noted for
its photojournalism. In its 14 December 1962 issue, it ran a
page on upcoming “Folk Singing” performances around the
United States in its “LIFE GUIDE” section. The subject matter
of this section varied. In the previous week’s issue, for
example, it had been
devoted to recent books,
so it was probably a
coincidence that the 14
December 1962 issue
mentioned an upcoming
appearance by Dylan.
In the sub-section
dealing with shows in
“BOSTON”, it reported
that “a broguish foursome”, the Clancy
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Brothers and Tommy Makem,
would be playing the Unicorn
coffee-house in Boston up to 16
December 1962. It then went on,
“They will be followed by Bob
Dylan whose rattling style is more
big city than backwoods”. We can
only assume that whoever
compiled this extensive list of
“Folk Singing” appearances did
so some time in advance, because
Dylan never made it to Boston at
that time.
Dylan had attended a Columbia
Records recording session on 6
December 1962 and signed a
letter dated 7 December 1962 to
his music publishers, M. Witmark
& Sons, formally placing 18
songs (including ‘Blowin’ In The
Wind’) with the company under
the agreement into which he had
entered on 12 July 1962.
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Within a few days of these events, Dylan flew to London to
appear in the BBC Television play, “Madhouse on Castle
Street”, written by Evan Jones. The negotiations with Jones’
agents were still on-going in late November and Dylan’s
contract with the BBC was concluded around the same time.
However, the final agreement between the BBC and Jones’
agents was not signed until early December. Dylan had to fly
almost straightaway to London to commence the readthrough and rehearsals.
Presumably, a trip to London, for the sort of money and
expenses offered by the BBC, had simply been too tempting
to resist and, once the necessary signatures had been
obtained on the contractual documents, Dylan just upped
and went. We are left to speculate as to whether Dylan’s
manager, Albert Grossman, had forewarned the Unicorn
about this possibility and, if not, what arrangement he had to
make in order to placate its proprietor.
It wasn’t the only problem Dylan had with appearing in the
Boston area.

Saturday, 7 March 1964,
Cousen’s Gym, Tufts University, Medford, MA
This concert was organised by the Tufts University Class of
1966, that is, by the students who had started there in 1963.
In more recent times, copies of a poster for the concert have
been sold through the Internet, as have tickets. The poster
has a unique design, using four photographs taken at Dylan’s
2 November 1963 concert at Jordan Hall in Boston. This
design is both unusual and rather attractive. The tickets were
much plainer but are still regarded as collectable. These are
genuine artefacts: the concert was advertised, tickets were
sold and the audience turned up. Unfortunately, Bob Dylan
did not.

waiting for Dylan to appear. For lack of clear information,
rumours began to circulate, some none too flattering: Dylan
was too drunk; he had turned up elsewhere and played for
free; he was out carousing with friends. Another story that
circulated was that Dylan’s forthcoming Jubilee Weekend
concert at Harvard University had been cancelled, “because
of his truancy”. None of these were true but rumour and
speculation tend to fill such a vacuum.
When Wilson was in New York a few weeks later, he made
enquiries. Grossman’s office said the person to answer his
questions was not in and would call back but the return call
was missed. By chance, Wilson met the person later that
evening. The individual would have to check back at the
office the next day but, when called, wasn’t available and,
despite assurances, failed to return the call on this occasion.
Whether intentional or not, Wilson got the bum’s rush.
With no official explanation, Wilson tapped other sources
and learned that Dylan, having returned from the West Coast
towards the end of the week, had checked with the office but
had not been told about the concert. Apparently, most of the
staff had gone off early, leaving a lone secretary with her
hands full.
While this sounds like Dylan was let down by the Grossman
office, the administrative cock-up may have occurred
elsewhere. On 17 March, the BROWN DAILY HERALD
announced Brown University’s Spring Weekend events,
which would kick off with a Dylan concert. The report
mentioned Dylan’s failure to turn up at Tufts “last weekend”
(sic) but quoted the chairman of the organising committee at
Brown. He said that neither the large New York agency with
which Dylan was booked, nor the Union (the musicians’
union?) would stand for a repeat. It seems that the booking
was not made by the Grossman office directly but by this
“large New York agency”, presumably ITA , the International
Talent Agency.
For most of 1964 and possibly since the end of 1963, ITA had
acted as Dylan’s booking agents. By November 1964, ITA had
been bought by General Artists Corporation, though ITA’s
principals stayed on as vice presidents and continued “to
represent performers in the personal appearance field”.
A full two years after it had happened, Robert Shelton
referred to the circumstances of this cancellation when in
conversation with Dylan. The next cancellation, with very
different circumstances, was barely noticed, however.

Saturday, 13 February 1965,
Carnegie Hall, New York City, NY

THE BROADSIDE OF BOSTON, which offered “Folk music and
coffee house news” to its readers, reported Dylan’s nonappearance almost straightaway and promised to look into
the matter. Its next issue took up the story. “The morning after
Bob Dylan failed to appear for a concert at Tufts, the
BROADSIDE telephone rang continuously with people who
wanted to know what had happened to Bob”, wrote its
Managing Editor, Dave Wilson, who had himself been at Tufts
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This concert is a bit spurious really. It was advertised in July
1964 by Trio Concerts Inc. in that year’s Newport Folk
Festival programme booklet, in a composite advertisement
that included forthcoming concerts by other artists under
Albert Grossman’s management, namely Peter, Paul & Mary,
Ian & Sylvia and Odetta. Trio Concerts Inc. was the company
set up by Grossman for and with Peter, Paul & Mary. The
advertisement gave Trio Concerts’ address for readers to
contact to get “ticket information”. It was the same street
address as Grossman’s management office.
One must suppose that Grossman would not have advertised
this Dylan concert without at least making a reservation at
Carnegie Hall but, other than that mid-1964 advertisement,
nothing indicates that it was documented elsewhere or that
tickets were put on sale. The other three concerts mentioned
in that advertisement, however, did take place on the dates
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shown and were reviewed by Robert Shelton for THE NEW
YORK TIMES. His reviews indicate that changes were afoot in
the folk music field, changes that seem to reflect the zeitgeist
[see “Endnote”].

The plans for the Dylan concert that was listed in the
Newport programme booklet were quietly shelved, it seems.
It is difficult to know why the plans were changed, so we can
only speculate. Possibly the change was, in part at least,
because of Dylan’s continuing involvement with Joan Baez.
During August 1964, she was a house guest in Woodstock
and he had appeared at her Forest Hills concert on 8 August.
Later in the year, she made reciprocal guest appearances at
several of his solo concerts, including his 31 October 1964
“Hallowe’en” concert in New York. Maybe, as Dylan’s star
was rising, Grossman decided to set up a major New York
concert earlier than February 1965. By November 1964,
Dylan was already talking of plans for joint shows with Baez
in 1965, which mostly took place in March 1965. Though
these joint concerts were all on the East Coast of the USA,
none was in New York City.

Saturday, 19 March 1966,
Civic Auditorium, Albuquerque, NM
This concert was announced in the ALBUQUERQUE
JOURNAL on 21 February, not even a month before it was due
to take place. Dylan was described as “folk music composer,
contemporary poet and author”, the last descriptor being
somewhat ahead of the original planned publication date for
“Tarantula”. Readers were also informed that Dylan had
been “on a nationwide tour for the past year and will leave for
an Australian tour in the spring”. This was ahead of Columbia
Records’ press release about Dylan’s full “around-the-world
tour”, though there had been earlier indications of shows in
Australia.
The last paragraph of the newspaper report was most
intriguing: “Dylan will bring with him a 10-member troupe. In
the first half of his performance he will present his top hits and
in his second half will perform requests from the audience”. In
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the light of that prospect, it is a little disappointing that it did
not take place!
On the day of the concert, the
local newspaper reported
that the show was off. Paul
Villella, the promoter, said
that Dylan had arrived in the
city on the night before, had
become ill with a virus and
had been advised by his
doctor not to perform. Villella
went on to say, “This event is
one of the greatest advance
sales I’ve ever had. We have
$5,000 worth of tickets out”.
With ticket holders told they
would get their money back,
he appears to have been
none too sympathetic to
Dylan’s condition: “I’ll never
book him again”, he said.
Maybe it was just frustration
on his part as people do get
ill on occasions. On the other
hand, maybe he was just
doubtful about the reason
given for the cancellation.
Some biographers say that,
after the Denver concert on
13 March 1966, Dylan gave
the band members a 10-day
holiday, while he flew on to
Los Angeles.
It is the last paragraph of the
second local newspaper
report that intrigues. It
mentions that two young
fans had hitch-hiked from
their homes in New York to
see Dylan in Albuquerque.
This suggests either that knowledge of this Albuquerque
show had reached New York, even though it was only
announced locally a month before, or that they obtained
their information from someone associated with the tour. It
seems that Dylan or members of his touring party did know
about these fans. The newspaper reported that they would
be travelling on to El Paso, where Dylan was next scheduled
to appear, and that Dylan had promised to pay for airplane
tickets to get them back home. This was all rather curious,
especially as the El Paso concert was also cancelled.

Sunday, 20 March 1966,
Coliseum, El Paso, TX
This
concert
was
announced in the EL
PASO HERALD POST on
26 February 1966, again
less than a month
beforehand, and was
also advertised in that
publication.
The cancellation was
reported in the 19
March issue of the
same newspaper: “The
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performance of Bob Dylan, scheduled in the Coliseum
tomorrow at 7.30 pm, has been cancelled”. The newspaper
said that Dylan was due to appear in Albuquerque “today”
but had become ill and the performances (in the plural) had
been cancelled. The information had come from Joe
Pressley, manager of the Central Talent Agency, the local
promoters.
The article then appended a note referring to an
advertisement in its “Showtime” pages. This advert made no
reference to the cancellation at all. Presumably, it had been
placed well in advance and it was too late to withdraw it once
news came through. Oddly though, the advert says
“COLISEUM TONIGHT!” which, erroneously, would have
made the show on 19 March, rather than on 20 March.
Clearly, these two cancellations were announced at the same
time. Whether the two New York fans were told in
Albuquerque not to bother to travel on to El Paso isn’t clear.
If they did head there, one could imagine their
disappointment at yet another cancellation.

Sunday, 27 March 1966,
Coliseum, Spokane, WA
This was another concert that was advertised but did not, in
the end, take place – but let’s go back a step.
Trying to sort out Dylan’s late-March 1966 shows in
Washington State and Oregon has caused Dylan’s
biographers and chroniclers some difficulty over the years.
Contemporary documentation to confirm Dylan’s 26 March
1966 concert in Vancouver has long been available but, in
contrast, details of the concerts back across the border in the
United States have proved less easy to pin down.
From adverts, posters and ticket stubs (on-line and
elsewhere), the following has emerged:–
> Wednesday, 23 March, Portland, OR, Paramount Theatre
> Friday, 25 March, Seattle, WA, New Center Arena
> Saturday, 26 March, Vancouver, British Columbia, The
Agrodome (or PNE Agrodome)
> Sunday, 27 March, Spokane, WA, Spokane Coliseum
However, all may not be what it seems.

A report in the VANCOUVER PROVINCE newspaper,
following the show there, said, “Dylan … flew here from
Seattle in his private plane Saturday afternoon and left for
Tacoma Sunday”. Clearly, flying into Vancouver from Seattle
fits the above chronology but leaving Vancouver for Tacoma
does not. It should be noted that, even though Seattle and
Tacoma share an airport (then Seattle Tacoma International
Airport, later SeaTac for short), the reporter has
differentiated the two cities. This might suggest there was a
show in Tacoma on the Sunday. Indeed, some Dylan
chroniclers give Sunday, 27 March as the date for a Tacoma
show. Others, however, have opted for Thursday, 24 March as
the date for that particular Dylan concert. In neither case has
documentary evidence been put forward, not even a venue
name. But, if there was to be a show in Spokane on the
Sunday, as indicated by a poster, how could there be a show
in Tacoma on the same day? In the event, we do not have to
contend with this problem.
A representative of a local newspaper in Spokane kindly
checked their archive and confirmed that the show there was
advertised for 27 March 1966 but it was cancelled because
of mechanical failure. The truck carrying the sound
equipment had apparently broken down. For that era, Dylan
and the Hawks had a lot of equipment to transport. Jules
Siegel, in the context of the problems with the acoustics at
the Vancouver venue, said, “Although Dylan’s $30,000 custom
designed sound system filled eight large crates with
equipment, it could never fill this gigantic echo chamber with
clear sound”. He also referred to “two truck drivers who
deliver the sound equipment and musicians’ instruments from
stop to stop” and to “a sound man”. As well as the mechanical
problem and the volume of equipment, there was a further
matter.
It was an unusual feature of the Spokane Coliseum concert
that showtime was 4 p.m. Most concerts on this tour started
at 8 p.m. or 8.30 p.m., so a 4 p.m. starting time was very early
indeed. Dismantling the sound equipment after the
Vancouver show, loading it into the truck and driving the
truck to Spokane and then unloading the equipment and
setting it up for a 4 p.m. show would not have been easy. A
contemporary road atlas gives the driving time from
Vancouver to Spokane as around 11 hours – and that was by
car, not by truck! There were very few interstate highways in
that part of the world back then; indeed, large sections of the
route in question were not even divided highways.

Despite what it says on the poster, the Vancouver venue was The Agrodome
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Could Dylan’s management or agents have tried to fit two
shows into one day? This was not an unknown practice at the
time but would the shows have been set up in two different
cities, so far apart? If the logistics of getting the sound truck
from an evening show in Vancouver one day to an afternoon
show in Spokane the next day were challenging, getting it
from an afternoon show in Spokane to an evening show in
Tacoma on the same day was near nigh impossible, even if
the latter show were to start at, say, midnight. Back then,
driving time alone, even by car, was something like 7 hours.
So, did Dylan and the touring party give up on a show in
Spokane in favour of a show in Tacoma on Sunday, 27 March
1966? Or did the Tacoma show actually take place on the
previous Thursday, 24 March? An enquiry, made on my
behalf to the library in Tacoma, elicited the following
response:
“Hello, I’ve checked the TACOMA NEWS TRIBUNE for several
days around those dates and I don’t see anything referring to
a Bob Dylan concert. I also checked clipping files and local
subject indexes, but can’t find any reference to Dylan in
Tacoma in 1966. I hope this helps – thanks for writing!”
From this, it would appear that Dylan did not perform in
Tacoma at all in 1966 but he was due to perform in Spokane
and that show was cancelled. – and that wasn’t the last
cancelled performance.

Sunday 24 July 1966,
Festival Field, Newport, RI

committments” in SING OUT! suggests that they were either
quoting Dylan or his representative.
Bob Shelton, writing that the numbers attending the 1966
festival had stood up well against the record turn-out in 1965,
noted that this was “remarkable”, given that some of the big
names, such as Joan Baez, had declined to appear. He also
noted that, “Bob Dylan, Paul Stookey and Mary Travers, and, in
fact, nearly all of the performers in the office managed by
Albert Grossman and John Court, stayed away”.
Had Dylan appeared at Newport on 24 July 1966, it would
have been his last public performance before his motorbike
accident on the morning of Friday, 29 July 1966.
*****

AFTER THE CRASH
Robert Shelton first heard of the motorbike accident when he
got a call, late that evening, from Dylan’s father, who had
heard a bulletin on the radio. Shelton “rang The Times for
more information” but it seems that THE NEW YORK TIMES
had no further information, since it printed nothing for
several days. Grossman must have issued a press statement
about the accident on Monday, 1 August 1966, as reports of
the accident did not appear in the press, including THE NEW
YORK TIMES, until Tuesday, 2 August 1966. To go by those
press reports, the statement must have been short in both
length and detail.
Dylan’s biographers do not agree on Dylan’s future touring
plans at the time of the accident.
Shelton, who was nearer to the events temporally and nearer
to Dylan in a personal sense, wrote that “Grossman had
scheduled sixty-four concerts in the States for the immediate
future”. While “scheduled” is not quite the same as “booked”
(the word used by one biographer), it was clearly a
“daunting” prospect (to quote another). Shelton does not
specify “the immediate future” either but sixty-four seems a
large number of concerts to undertake by the end of 1966
and Shelton later says “Grossman had set up more than sixty
concerts for 1966-67”. If Grossman’s was planning, say, six
months ahead (August 1966 to January 1967), sixty-four shows
would have meant two or three shows most weekends over
that period.
We have little or no information regarding the contractual
status of those sixty-four concerts. For most, there would have
been no advertising, no announcements in the local press
and no tickets sold. These shows would have left almost no
footprint. It is therefore not too surprising that there is a
paucity of specific information. Nevertheless, there are a few
that have been mentioned.

The early advertisements for the 1966 Newport Folk Festival
did include “Bob Dylan” but simply amongst a list of
performers’ names. Later advertisements, such as the one in
the July 1966 issue of SING OUT! magazine, specified that he
would perform at the final night’s concert. However, that
advertisement had clearly been drawn up several months
earlier, since it included “Dick & Mimi Farina” on the bill for
the Thursday evening concert, 21 July 1966, and Dick Farina
had died in a motorbike crash on 30 April 1966.

Saturday, 6 August 1966,
Yale Bowl, New Haven, CT

In its September 1966 issue, SING OUT! reported that there
had been “last minute changes” in the festival line-up and
that both Theo Bikel and Bob Dylan had dropped out. No
reason was given for Theo Bikel’s absence but Dylan didn’t
appear “due to ‘film committments’” (the spelling as it
appeared in the magazine). This presumably referred to
Dylan working on the film for ABC-TV’s “Stage ‘66”
programme. The use of speech marks around “film

If a press release did emanate from Grossman, as suggested,
then it seems likely that it specified this Yale Bowl concert
because it was so imminent. THE NEW YORK TIMES report of
the accident was quite short and, in terms of forthcoming
shows, only mentioned “the cancellation of a concert
scheduled for Saturday night at the Yale Bowl in New Haven”.
The NEW YORK POST went a bit further, reporting that Dylan
“will cancel his scheduled appearance this Saturday at the Yale
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Bowl in New Haven and will be laid up for at least two months,
according to his manager, Albert Grossman”. This would have
meant no shows before October 1966.
There were no details of other forthcoming concerts, nor
details of which might be affected by this lay-off.
Presumably, though, the Grossman office was in contact with
local promoters to advise them of the likely cancellation of
concerts and to undo the arrangements made.
On the day following its initial report, THE NEW YORK TIMES
provided additional information about the Yale Bowl show:
“Holders of tickets for the Dylan event may use them Saturday
at 8.30 P.M. for The Mamas and the Papas and Simon and
Garfunkel concert at Forest Hills Stadium”. Again, one must
assume that either the newspaper approached Grossman’s
office or a follow-up press statement was released.
There was a series of concerts at Yale Bowl that summer.
Listed by THE NEW YORK TIMES as “Pops Concerts”, they
ran from 9 July 1966 to 12 August. The intended Dylan
concert turns out to have been one of these “Pops Concerts”.
It was sponsored by the Junior Chamber of Commerce, so it
was the New Haven Jaycees that announced the ticket
exchange. In fact, it was only the $4.50 tickets for Dylan’s Yale
Bowl concert that could be exchanged for the Forest Hills
concert. Alternatively, refunds were available by application
in person at the concert headquarters or by post. Barry Tenin
recalls an announcement on local radio about refunding the
ticket price.

This concert was part of a series called “Concerts at the
Shea”. A leaflet, advertising this and shows by other
performers, provided a form by which to apply for tickets,
and must have been produced at least a month beforehand
and probably earlier.
Mickey Jones recalls that the show would be jointly
headlined with Peter, Paul & Mary. This is confirmed by this
advertising leaflet. He also says that Peter, Paul & Mary were
to have opened the show, providing the first half
entertainment, and Dylan and the band would have been on
stage for the second half, with an electric-only set.
It is likely (but by no means certain) that the doubleheadliner approach was necessary simply to stand a chance
of filling the vast venue or, at least, a chance of making the
concert commercially viable. Even The Beatles did not sell
out their 23 August 1966 concert at Shea Stadium, with
roughly “11,000 of the 55,600 seats remaining empty”.

Mickey Jones, Dylan’s drummer, recalls being telephoned by
Dylan to tell him that, because of the accident, there was no
need to come to New York for rehearsals and that he would
be contacted in due course. He does not recall mention of a
show at Yale Bowl, only the following two concerts.

This had a postscript (and a “prescript”). About a month
before the Dylan show, the New York City License
Commissioner’s office ordered promoter Harry Bloomfield
to refund all the receipts that he had taken for his planned
“Concerts at the Shea” series. It turned out that Bloomfield
should never have been granted access to Shea Stadium
because he had had a conviction for withholding tax
payments some years before. To top this, there had been a
“fiasco” at a concert he had set up some weeks earlier,
involving “Batman”, “The Riddler” and a loss of more than
$100,000. Apparently, Bloomfield was relying on the Dylan
concert to turn things around. VARIETY reported, “The only
concert which Bloomfield had hoped to salvage was that in
August which was to have featured Bob Dylan. The others were
seen as adding to the losses already sustained”. Harry
Bloomfield must have been a very disappointed man.

Saturday, 13 August 1966,
William A. Shea Municipal Stadium, Flushing,
Long Island, NY

Dylan, based on his telephone call to Mickey Jones, evidently
expected the Shea Stadium concert to go ahead, had the
accident not occurred.
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Week commencing 14 August 1966,
Moscow, U.S.S.R.
Mickey Jones adds that, “The next day we would be off to
Moscow as the first rock and rollers EVER to play in Russia. We
thought that was pretty cool”.
“The next day” was the day after the Shea Stadium concert.
Leaving New York on Sunday, 14 August 1966 and heading
east, against the direction of the sun, would probably have
meant a concert no earlier than Tuesday, 16 August 1966 and
possibly even a day or two after this.
It would have been an expensive business and a long way to
travel for just one concert but whether any other concerts
were planned, either behind the Iron Curtain or in Western
Europe, is up in the air.

(Possibly September 1966)
Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles, CA
Clinton Heylin mentions a show being planned for the
Hollywood Bowl. No documentary evidence has been found
but, if the show was to have been in September and given
Grossman’s previous practice of announcing and advertising
shows barely a month ahead, then there might have been no
such announcement or advertisement.
One show was announced beforehand, however.

Thursday, 6 October 1966,
Burlington Memorial Auditorium, Burlington, VT

It seems very probable that this Dylan concert would never
have been advertised, were it not for the fact that the local
promoter, the Vermont Tuberculosis and Health Association,
chose to advertise all four concerts on the one poster. With
the first being in mid-September, it is likely that the poster
was printed for display from around mid-August 1966 and
possibly a bit earlier. At that point in time, the message
coming out of the Grossman office was that Dylan would not
be performing for two months, namely in August and
September.
This poster has parallels with the advertisement in the 1964
Newport Folk Festival programme book, mentioned earlier
in this article. Like that, it advertised concerts by the same
four principal artists, all of whom were represented by the
Albert B. Grossman Management organisation.
Chris Warner, staying in Middlebury, Vermont, that summer,
can recall some kind of news item on the local radio station,
along the lines of “Bob Dylan is coming to Burlington later
this year. Keep tuned for further information”. He cannot
recall ticket information being given out. Presumably this
news item came to the attention of the radio station through
the local promoter.
The promoter in 1966 was the same one that had presented
Dylan’s concert in Burlington the previous year. Interestingly,
Dylan’s 1965 concert produced “an epidemic of postersnatching” that had “hit Burlington like a plague”. Then, the
Vermont Tuberculosis and Health Association had gained a
contribution of $3100 from the concert proceeds. To
speculate a little, I wonder if Grossman or Dylan made an
equivalent donation to the Association to cover the
cancellation of this 1966 concert.

Wednesday, 12 to Friday, 14 October 1966,
Hilton Hotel, Rome, Italy
On 8 October 1966, BILLBOARD published a fairly lengthy
article on the Third Festival of the Roses of Italian Song by the
publication’s Rome correspondent. This event was held in
the Salone dei Cavalieri at the Hilton Hotel in that city from
12-14 October. Although the article had a detailed
explanation as to what the Festival was about, there was no
mention of Dylan in it. Instead, there was a much briefer and
separate report, supplementing the main article, about some
of the singers who would be present. Prepared by
BILLBOARD’s New York office, this supplementary report
started, “Bob Dylan and Joan Baez will headline the third
annual Festival of the Roses, which begins Oct 12”.
A few days later, CBS issued a denial: “The story that
appeared in the trades … was erroneous”. CBS then stated
that, “Although Bob Dylan is feeling much better after
suffering fractures and concussion in a motorbike accident on
July 29th in Woodstock, New York, he has not scheduled any
performances before March, 1967”.

A 14” x 22” poster, printed on card, has survived advertising
four concerts at the Burlington Memorial Auditorium in
Vermont. The first of these was a concert by Odetta, with The
Pozo Seco Singers, on Friday, 16 September 1966. The last
two were for concerts by Peter, Paul & Mary on Thursday, 20
October and by Ian & Sylvia on Saturday, 5 November. The
other was one by Bob Dylan on 6 October 1966.
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BILLBOARD, in the
following week’s issue,
retracted their original
piece, based on a
statement from Stan
Posner, who worked in
the Grossman office.
The similarity in the
wording
of
the
B I L L B O A R D
retraction and the
Columbia Records
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press statement, which does not mention Posner by name,
suggests that he had contacted both BILLBOARD and the
record company, once the original incorrect report was
spotted.
We may assume a Rome appearance by Dylan, with or
without Baez, had never been in Grossman’s plans.

November 1966,
Philharmonic Hall, New York City, NY
When MELODY MAKER’s New York correspondent reported
Dylan’s motorbike accident, he mentioned the Yale Bowl
cancellation but said it was “among the singer’s dates to be
cancelled”, adding that, “His doctors say he must recuperate
for two months”. He then reported that, “A concert at New
York’s Philharmonic Hall in November is still on, at present”.
A couple of weeks before Dylan’s crash, NEW MUSICAL
EXPRESS had referred to a “national tour opening at New
York’s Philharmonic Hall during September” but this does not
seem to have taken account of the Yale Bowl or Shea Stadium
concerts.

Fall 1966,
McCarter Theatre, Princeton, NJ
This is merely a possibility. In June 1966, McCarter Theatre at
Princeton University announced its program of
performances for the 1966-67 season. The advertisement
had four columns, headed “Drama!”, “Music!”, “Films!” and
“Special Attractions!”, and, at the bottom of the “Special
Attractions” column, it read: “McCarter’s FALL FOLK SPECIALS
for the football season, including BOB DYLAN, IAN & SYLVIA,
BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE”.
From this, one might suppose that a Bob Dylan concert at
Princeton had been “scheduled” by Albert Grossman and
indeed it may have been. However, we cannot be sure
because, not only has no other evidence been obtained but
it wasn’t the first time that McCarter Theatre had made such
an early announcement.
The previous year, McCarter Theatre had run a similar
advertisement for its 1965-66 Season, almost identical in
layout. Tucked away at the bottom of the fourth column, once
again, was the following: “McCarter’s MIDNIGHT SPECIALS
for the football season including JUDY COLLINS, SCRUGGS &
FLATT and the one and only BOB DYLAN”. No evidence that
Dylan did play McCarter in late-1965 has been put forward.
He certainly didn’t perform there on 15 October 1965, as has
been suggested elsewhere, because there was a play
performed at the theatre that evening and Scruggs & Flatt
provided the Midnight Special concert.
That was 1965. In 1966, maybe there was a post-accident
concert planned for Princeton but reference to it in a June
1966 advertisement does not guarantee that this was the
case.

First week of April, 1967,
Unknown locations in California
There is a unsourced item by Ralph Gleason in one of his
columns. It presumably comes from the SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE and is undated but the context suggests it was
published around February 1967. It says that, “After renting
the halls and making preliminary plans for five concerts here,
the Dylan management suddenly cancelled the dates this
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week”. These dates were set for the first week of April.
Apparently, “The doctor has refused to okay Dylan’s tour”.
This suggests that the cancellation of touring plans went in
three phases. Immediately after the motorbike accident, it
was announced that Dylan would not perform publicly for
two months, that is, during August and September 1966. By
October 1966, it was said that Dylan would not perform
before March 1967. Gleason’s report suggests that touring
plans were being made for April 1967 onwards but were
cancelled by February 1967.
This does not necessarily mean that, back in July 1966,
Grossman had concert plans running from August 1966 to
April 1967 and beyond. It could equally mean that, as each of
these phases went by, Grossman and his team re-jigged the
touring plans in the expectation or hope that Dylan would be
touring again.

25 August 1967,
Sporting Club, Monte Carlo, Monaco
On 15 April 1967, BILLBOARD carried a news snippet from its
Paris correspondent saying that “Bob Dylan is to appear at a
Red Cross Gala at Monte Carlo on 25 August”. Other reports
in BILLBOARD that year showed that Bobby Darin headlined
this show. Perhaps the names “Bobby Darin” and “Bobby
Dylan” simply got mixed up somewhere along the line.
Dylan’s contractual position being unresolved at this time,
Columbia Records do not appear to have issued a press
release denying the story but it was a spurious report,
nevertheless.

A FEW FINAL THOUGHTS
Dylan’s abstention from public performance continued for
many months beyond the stated “March 1967”. His
appearance at the Woody Guthrie tribute on 20 January 1968
was the exception. As an acknowledgment of the inspiration
Guthrie had provided, it was, in that sense, as much personal
as public. It would not have happened but for Guthrie’s
death.
The list of cancelled shows was somewhat shorter when this
article was first drafted. More came to light through the
efforts of others and from the leads they provided – see
“Thanks” at end. With archives increasingly coming on-line,
it is no longer necessary actually to visit the places where
they are located. This presents an opportunity for anyone so
inclined to do a little Dylan-delving. If you discover any
previously undocumented 1960s’ Dylan shows, cancelled or
otherwise, please let us know.
The December 1962 cancellations related to a coffeehouse
gig and were made under unusual circumstances. The
cancellations in March 1964 and February 1965 were not
really down to Dylan. There is no indication of cancellations
during the tours from September 1965 to mid-March 1966. At
the end of March 1966, however, there were several
cancellations, though none on the overseas tour that
followed.
The reasons for cancellation were many and varied – more
attractive alternative, administrative cock-up, premature
announcement, illness, technical failure, accident and simply
erroneous reporting. In many cases, but not all, the
cancellation would have disappointed ticket holders which
would have resulted in local press coverage. If you go
digging, you might be surprised by what you find.
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END NOTE
Here is a summary of Shelton’s reviews of the Peter, Paul & Mary, Ian & Sylvia and Odetta concerts [see “15 February 1965”
section]:
Shelton believed that Peter, Paul and Mary were making concessions (albeit “subtle” ones) to the British invasion, in a concert
that showed the group “definitely in motion”, some of it “regressive” and some of it “decidedly … forward”. He complimented
Mary on her singing of ‘The Water Is Wide’ and the whole group for their performance of ‘Springhill Mine’ but he was less
enamoured of their version of ‘The Cuckoo’: “the trio’s murder (of this song was) a crime that ought to be reported to the
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals”, he wrote.
In respect of the Ian & Sylvia concert, he noted that they “brought to the stage … an electrically exciting group sound”, pointed
out that “their performance was obviously abetted by special microphones and a speaker system” and said that they were
“strongly” assisted by “the brilliant accompaniment of Monte Dunn, guitarist, and Russell Savakus, bassist”.
By way of contrast, Odetta, at her concert, was accompanied only by Bruce Langhorne. She provided “an evening of
thoughtful music-making by one of American folk music’s leading interpreters”. Shelton did, however, describe the three Dylan
songs in her set, presumably included to support the release of her “Odetta Sings Dylan” album that month, as “the weakest
part of the concert”.

Silhouetted By The Sea –
Christmas Dylan Convention
Southsea, Hampshire
Friday 14th - Sunday 16th December 2012
Friday 14, December, 2012:
Informal meet & greet, get together and jam session/open mic.
Saturday 15, December, 2012:
Stalls include ISIS offering books, magazines, CDs, DVDs and vinyl
Live on stage THE DYLAN PROJECT
Sunday 16, December, 2012:
The Blues Roots Of Bob Dylan
Only £20 a Ticket
www.barkingspider.abelgratis.com.
See page 7 for more details
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